
At a time when being together in person is much more
challenging, we evolved our "Insiders Talks", an exclusive series
of presentations on important healthcare topics, from a breakfast
model to a new learning and innovation series we've dubbed
Grand Rounds.  Grand Rounds are a great way to connect your
team and audience with ours.

This series of topics is presented by Grand River Hospital's
brightest and best minds and reflects current hospital
developments, merging models of care, research initiatives and
the latest information about health concerns like cancer, 
 diabetes or stroke.  

We film a healthcare leader in our Grand Studio at the Hospital a
dynamic 10-20 minute TED Style talk presented by your
company.  You let us know the area of healthcare that's important
to your people and we'll find that excellent healthcare leader or
research expert from our team of more than 5000 people. 

GRAND
ROUNDS
Connecting health leaders to the community

This engaging talk will be packaged with your
company as the presenting sponsor and you'll
get to share with your audiences from customer
to team members.  We'll then schedule a
custom AMA(Ask Me Anything) session with
that presenter as a follow-up to the talk.   After
you've utilized the talk internally, we then take
to our donor audiences, first in a custom Q+A
session and then snippets for our e-newsletters
and socials with your company remaining as
presenting sponsor. This connects your
company to the dynamic health content
presented to our entire Region.

Another option if you prefer to focus internally
is that we would be please to support 2 lunch &
learn sessions for your employees in areas of
healthcare that is important to you.  You would
have a representative host the session.  We
would record these on the video platform for
you as well. 

These Grand Round videos allow the
expertise and passion for care that the
health leaders deliver, to be shared
directly to all your stakeholders.


